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Abstract—Virtualization is the most rapidly developing technology in IT industry which is cost saving and east for management to deploy. Beside these benefits there are some dark side witch causes the security concerns. Virtualization is an appropriate platform for many potential threats and vulnerabilities that must be addressed. Virtualization brings significant challenges in security such access control failures, vulnerable networks, loss of controlling. Virtualization security should be managed this potential gaps to reduce cost and complexity, thus identifying these challenges plays the important role. In these paper the most common threats in virtualization is presented. We focus on threats that targeted the virtualization.

Index Terms—virtualization security, virtualization security fundamentals, virtualization threats.

1 INTRODUCTION

Virtualization is a revolution in IT world, it offer a lot of benefits for companies and organizations. It provides a framework to use the resources into multiple environments. Separating the applications from hardware, by running multiple OS or applications on a single machine, reducing the amount of cost and providing an isolate environment all are the virtualization benefits. Encapsulating the virtual machines is a reliable way which is used in virtualization. In traditional systems an operating system must be executed in a single machine but in virtualization the management of data is more comfortable. In network configuration, the total infrastructure cost decreases significantly, and make the optimization and best usage of the resources. By creating an abstract layer between hardware and applications, the conflict and ambiguity is diminished. Availability achieved by recovering feature. Decreasing the total ownership’s cost, the space required, power and cooling that makes it easier to maintain.Beside all these Strengths, security is a key point. All of this strengths would be meaningless without security. Security in virtual environments means each machines is trusted, warranting that the resources in each machine is encapsulated and cannot pass to another machine. Obviously, it is difficult to trace and monitor all interactions in virtual environment, thus the most important primary requirement is knew and identity the context risks. In this paper, the different type of virtualization will be described and the most important attacks and threat in virtualization will be outlined.

2 TYPES OF VIRTUALIZATION

There are various type of virtualization which is grouped as:
• Desktop virtualization
• Server virtualization
• Storage virtualization
• Network virtualization
• Application virtualization

2.1 Server Virtualization
This is the most important type of virtualization which used to make a mask between users and servers. Server virtualization can be considered as creating virtual servers within a single system. It decreases the number of servers and increases the efficiency of system. Obviously it saves the cost of purchase and maintaining. It provides high amount use of processing power too

2.2 Storage Virtualization
Storage virtualization resolves the increasing complexity of managing storage by combining multiple storage devices into a single, logical resource with a single view. Storage virtualization merges storages and logically grouping them which decreases archiving, recovery in disasters, backups could be managed easily. Especially it applies to larger SAN or NAS arrays, but it is just as accurately applied to the logical partitioning of a local desktop hard drive [1].

2.3 Network Virtualization
Network virtualization could be defined as ability to manage and prioritize traffic of a network [2]. Network virtualization provide a mechanism to have multiple customized network. It brings more flexibility, scalability, Reliability via optimizing the network speed.

2.4 Desktop Virtualization
Desktop virtualization shares a CPU between several users. Each guest has a separate monitor with a virtual CPU. All guests are connected to a central machine. They are access to all resources and application without necessity of distinct hardware. It could be executed on any type of hardware such as laptop, PCs as well as some smart phones. Desktop virtualization improves management of workstations and their security because it would be ease to keep all guests system up to date and fixed all bugs centrally. Extension of virtual desktop is rapid and easy via copying the original and specifying a special name, so it brings a lot of benefits for big organizations and businesses.

2.5 Application Virtualization
In traditional systems, each user must to install completely the applications, but in application virtualization all applications are available from a remote location. The local user machine provides the CPU and Ram resources and the application is running without installing in user machine. Application virtualization makes a layer between OS and application, so it would be possible to have different version of the same application [3].

3 SECURITY CONCERNS IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
4.1 Guest Isolation
Isolation is one of the most important feature of virtualization. This means that the process or application in each VM cannot see or affect the others, which is kind of security in virtual machines. If this secure environment is broken accessing to the other machine could be ease. Thus this secure abstract guard must be managed and maintained perfectly. Such isolation prevents the guest from internal attacks such as injection. Additionally it decrease the external treats like DOS attacks too.

4.2 VM Escape attacks
Hosts control VMs and interacts with other guests. By breaking out a guest, attacker could access the other guests or hypervisor. This kind of attack is known as escape. Through escape a guest attacker could access to hypervisor and consequently access to all guests. Thus it could be an important legitimate for attackers and must to have a special attention. This attacks are possible through the VMM bugs. Actually the VMM don’t offer a complete isolation to prevent this kind of attacks.

4.3 Side-channel attacks
Another threat vector to virtualization is side-channel attack. Attacker try to access the physical properties of hardware. By means of information about resources like CPU use, he try to gain the cryptographic keys.

4.4 The Revert to Snapshots Problem
Taking an image of guest machine is known as “snapshots”. This image allows the administrator to recover in the case of disasters. It seen to be crucial but it could bring some security concerns too. An image or a snapshot can insert an unsecure resources again like an unpatched application. The problem of reusing weak-old security mechanisms or old passwords or other sensitive data, which such problems are more dangerous in snapshot because it contain the data of RAM.

4.5 Virtual machine jumping:
Virtualization offers an encapsulated, isolated environments. The virtual OSs should not be able to break out of virtual machine and interact with host or other guests. If there is a security bug in host, a guest can jumps to another VM and compromises its security.

4.6 Packet sniffing:
In virtual environments each guest shares some resources which could be a suitable point for an attack. The insecure physical links provide a
sniffing platform. The interaction between guests achieve using virtual hub or switch. If a hub is implemented, the attacker can compromise the packets in network communication. In the case of using virtual switch an Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) could be spoofed [4].

4.7 Remote Management Vulnerabilities
The host manages the virtual systems and other guest. Virtual environments provide this facility to manage the machines. Hosts have a management console to manage other guests which help to administrators but it could be an attack goal. By compromising the administrative console, the attacker can control all guests east.

4.8 Denial of Service
The resources in virtualization are shared between the host and the guests. It provide the possibility of denial of service (DoS) attacks. A DoS attack make a barrier in resources availability. In virtual environment a guest could cause a DoS attack against host which could take all the possible resources of the system. There are some DoS vulnerabilities in common virtual systems such as VMware [5].

4.9 Virtual-Machine-Based Rootkit (VMBR)
Rootkits are useful tools for hackers because they hide themselves and it’s hard to distinguish them. The goal of a rootkit is to run on operating system kernel (ring0). Virtualization adds another ring (ring-1) which the rootkits try to run in this ring. If it achieve to this goal it can control over whole system. If it succeed it would be a VMBR which is difficult to detect and eliminate it [5].

4 CONCLUSION
Virtualization is a new powerful technology that brings a lot of benefits. All current efforts in virtualization are focused on implementation and its diver’s aspects. The security in virtualization is still a challenge which must be addressed. There are no standard definition of virtualization security because there are different type of virtualization technology. In this paper some threats in virtualization was presented. The security concern in virtual environments is that by compromising a host or a guest it could be east to exploit all virtual systems.
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